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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Across Europe, countries are setting targets for CO2 emissions, some as high as 80% reduction by 

2050. Buildings currently account for around 40% of all energy consumption and around 80% of the 

buildings we will use in 2050 have already been built. The UK is typical of many European countries. 

 

New buildings need to be constructed with the whole life-cycle in mind and deploy the latest and best 

technologies to achieve the ever-tightening energy efficiency targets.  

 

Lack of a single governmental point of contact and a long-term strategy leads to confusion and 

instability. Lack of a holistic view of buildings and their place in the wider built environment will 

perpetrate a continuation of operations in siloes and un-coordinated processes. A richer pool of ideas 

and solutions could be found by studying examples and best practice from other countries. 

 

There is currently insufficient stimulus from government and a lack of recognition of the engineering 

trade. Our schools are ranked for the number of students they get into university, not the number they 

get onto apprenticeships. And yet, the construction industry needs all types of skills and offers all 

types of potential careers.  

 

There is a lot changing in the built environment in terms of design, technology, legislation and 

practices and suppliers need to build the necessary skills and attract new blood into the industry to 

sustain it into the future. 

 

There remains a lack of new recruits to sustain a high quality industry over the longer term that can 

achieve the reduced carbon targets to which the country is committed. Diversity in the engineering 

trades is very weak and the industry needs help from government to make any impact.  

 

A question still to be answered is; How can the value of buildings be improved in order to raise 

productivity and wellbeing for their occupiers, reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions whilst 

generating new revenue streams for suppliers? These questions all touch different stages of building 

design, construction, use, and maintenance. They relate to the relationship buildings have with their 

owners, their users, and their connection to the wider world.  

 

 

Responding to this, BSRIA held a 60th anniversary executive Diamond Group discussion and dinner 

in London on 17
th
 June 2015 to address these issues and to discuss how Government can help industry 

to achieve these goals. The event was by invitation only and harnessed the collective insight and 

energy of 25 senior personnel from major players in the industry. 

 

The discussion was opened by BSRIA CEO, Julia Evans with facilitated active debate and networking. 

Managing the workshop was Tracey Tilbry, BSRIA Networks & Events Manager and a summary of 

conclusions from the three groups were presented by Jeremy Towler, BSRIA Senior Manager for 

Energy and Smart Technology. The participants were divided into 3 groups with mixed representation 

of different UK building trades. Each group was supported by an industry expert “discussion catalyst”, 

a facilitator and scribe.  
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Each group was asked to address the following 2 questions to debate, identify issues and draw 5 key 

conclusions for each question. Where possible, this White Paper endeavours to group the conclusions 

according to these headings. However, due to the ranging nature of the discussions, some overlap and 

duplication is inevitable.  

 

Q1: What does our industry need from government to deliver and achieve the carbon targets 

over the next 10 years? 

 

i) Incentives (How can government incentivise change?)  

 

ii) Legislation (Introduce retrofit legislation?) 

 

iii) Educate (Would government be best to invest in a corporate/domestic education 

programme?) 

 

 

 

Q2: What does our industry need from government to recruit new entrants, upskill existing 

workforce and change the diversity of the workforce? 

 

i) Should we expect government to provide support or should industry lead?  

 

ii) How do we create a positive image of our industry? 

 

iii) What skill sets will be required in 10, 20, 50 years?  

 

iv) How do we compete with other industries to attract the best talent?  

 

v) Should we positively discriminate to change the industry demographic? 
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2 WHAT DOES OUR INDUSTRY NEED FROM GOVERNMENT TO 
DELIVER AND ACHIEVE THE CARBON TARGETS OVER THE 
NEXT 10 YEARS? 

 

The groups were unanimous that government can help and the main tools at its disposal are legislation, 

regulation, incentives and sponsorship. Our industry will be aided through the establishment of clear 

policy, clear and uncomplicated legislation, and more regulation. However, there are currently too 

many different government departments dictating policy. Instead, the industry supports the creation of 

a single government department with which it can interface. This will help to reduce contradiction and 

confusion. Numerous areas in which government can help our industry are addressed below. 

2.1 LONG-TERM STRATEGY - STABILITY 

 

Government needs to take a long-term strategic view to provide stability into the future. It needs to 

engage with the big issues such as energy generation, infrastructure etc.  

2.2 BENCHMARK 

 

The country should also study examples and standards from other European countries to learn more 

about what works and what does not and identify best practice which could be adopted in the UK. 

2.3 TAKE A HOLISTIC VIEW 

 

More attention needs to be given to the life-cycle in operation of low-carbon assets and more thought 

needs to be given to achieving a better balance between legislation around different aspects of the built 

environment. For example, legislation has tended to focus on building insulation, without considering 

its resulting impact on indoor air-quality and overheating of buildings in summer which then drives 

the need to expend energy on more mechanical ventilation and cooling. Expanding the Display Energy 

Certificate (DEC) requirements will drive change in terms of building performance. However, it is not 

just about energy efficiency, health and well-being should also be assessed. By placing more emphasis 

on total carbon consumption, government could promote communities that reduce total travel, as part 

of a smarter cities approach. 

2.4 LEGISLATE / REGULATE 

 

To drive energy efficiency forward, government should legislate on energy consumption in buildings 

and consider financial penalties for non-compliance. A good example of legislation in practice is that 

around the use of condensing boilers, whereby they quickly became the principal type of boiler sold 

after their installation was legislated. However, the track record of government is more often one of 

diluted policy. Examples of this include legislation for feed-in tariffs (FITs), The Green Deal, and air-

conditioning inspection reports. 

 

Notwithstanding, heritage and listed buildings present a particular challenge, for example in terms of 

planning consistency, building control and change of use. 

 

Regulation creates a more level playing field for builders, which in turn stimulates more competition. 
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2.5 INCENTIVISE 

 

Regulation is currently viewed as the minimum standard people need to achieve. Government should 

tax poor performance and provide subsidies to encourage best performance and the use of best low-

carbon technologies. The overall value of improving existing buildings has the potential to far 

outweigh the contribution from energy efficient new buildings. Therefore, incentives should be given 

for refurbishment of the existing building stock. At the same time, measures that link non-compliance 

with regulations to insurance penalties would also help to improve the situation.  

 

The majority of UK homes still have outdated heating control equipment. There is not only a lack of 

education amongst home owners; there is a lack of encouragement to upgrade their systems. A quick-

win would be to incentivise residential thermostat replacement. 

 

In the area of renewable energy, the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) exists, but for further gains this 

could be extended to cooling, non-fossil fuel local energy schemes and heat reclaim. 

2.6 INVEST IN SKILLS 

 

There is wide recognition that we need more investment in training and skills. Here, the government 

could help with the sponsorship of training. (This is expanded upon under section 3). 

2.7 DEVOLVE RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Finally, cities and towns should have the power to independently implement local environmental 

standards and make changes to them whenever they choose. This could be achieved by delegating 

responsibility, within a framework, to local areas. 
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3 WHAT DOES OUR INDUSTRY NEED FROM GOVERNMENT TO 
RECRUIT NEW ENTRANTS, UPSKILL EXISTING WORKFORCE 
AND CHANGE THE DIVERSITY OF THE WORKFORCE? 

 

It is widely recognised that the construction industry has resourcing and skills issues. The root causes 

are;  

 too many in government do not have an engineering background and so are disconnected from 

industry 

 schools do not start early on to inform students about engineering 

 there is poor linkage between schools and further education through technical colleges and 

apprenticeships  

 there is poor communication by our industry about what engineering is and the value it adds to 

our economy. 

 

The effect of this is a low awareness in schools of what an engineer is and poor recognition by society 

of the value of engineers. 

 

There are numerous areas in which government, education and industry can address these issues and 

these are addressed below. 

3.1 INCENTIVISE 

 

We need more alternatives to university for school leavers, such as more technology and industry 

colleges for 14 to 19-year-olds, which are more focused on building services. We need closer industry 

links supporting learning. Schools need to be incentivised on the number of students they get into 

apprenticeships and technical colleges, and not just the number that they get into university. We also 

need government incentives for companies who sponsor students and colleges - through 

apprenticeships, technical colleges and university. 

3.2 COMMUNICATE 

 

We need to change the image of our industry. We ourselves, know the value our industry adds but it is 

not widely recognised. Government can help industry to communicate better to make engineering 

more interesting. We need to raise the profile and show what an engineer is. We need to move the 

focus away from one of being a “construction industry” to one focussed on “the built environment”. 

However, schools need to be proactive too. Engineering needs to be made more tangible for young 

people and here government can help demonstrate that industry incorporates lots of high performing 

technology. This will help to make it more attractive to young people who, for example, have grown 

up with software gaming and modelling. 

3.3 BUILD SKILLS 

 

We need to find ways to up-skill and grow in areas such as multi-skilling (understanding of all 

disciplines). We need to focus on measuring productivity, design for future proofing and focus on 

whole life-cycle economics. Government can help ensure that apprenticeships are not just an excuse 

for cheap labour, but are well-structured and prepare individuals for a meaningful and rewarding 

career. The construction industry too needs to improve its communication skills and change the 

language it uses.  
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3.4 START YOUNG 

 

We need to create awareness for engineering in schools at an early age. Teachers need to be better 

informed about the wide variety of engineering careers, the many forms which engineering can take 

and be able to articulate this to students. Careers advice needs to be able to explain a clear career path. 

 

3.5 PROMOTE DIVERSITY 

 

A review that provided data on skills and diversity across the sector would be helpful in order to know 

where to focus. Unfortunately, we have a legacy issue which means our industry tends to reflect 

certain predominant stereotypes. We have had to go through many generations to get more female 

engineers on board and the status quo does not look set to change any time soon without some external 

impetus. Government needs to help industry to find ways to be more inclusive in all demographic 

aspects, to attract more diversity into our industry and to raise the status of engineers – if necessary, 

through some form of legislation. 
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4 NEXT STEPS 

 

The findings of the three BSRIA 2015 Diamond Groups (Chicago, Frankfurt and London) will be 

presented at the AGM with an abridged version of the individual papers being included in the BSRIA 

annual review.   

 

The London paper will be released as a discussion paper to press and used as a vehicle to increase 

industry press coverage with the intent to reinforce BSRIA's position as a thought leader.   

 

The findings of the London paper will also be used in discussions with Government to communicate 

the industries requirements to deliver on the carbon reduction targets and for the positive promotion of 

the construction industry to address the current and future skills shortage. 

 


